
 The President’s  Report 
 UPMASA E-mail Meeting  
 January 7, 2018 

Traveling to visit chapters, attending meetings to represent UPMASA and with a hectic  
schedule as I attended the UPMAS Homecoming activities in Manila probably summarizes my 
presidential journey for the last three months of my term.  


University of the Philippines Alumni Association in America 19th Grand Reunion & 
Convention, October 26-28, 2017, Renaissance Woodbridge Hotel, Iselin, NJ. 


• Special guest plenary speaker for Burnout and Stress in Modern Life  (Several attendees  told 
me they enjoyed the lecture).  invited to speak for the UPAAA Chapter in San Francisco in 
March 2018.  


• UPMASA Past President Connie Somera-Uy Class 67 was also a guest speaker.  She told us 
the Story of UPMASA, which I truly enjoyed.  She should re-tell the story to the BOG.  I found 
out so many new things about UPMASA. 


• Discussed  with the Philippine Consul General in New York, Ma. Theresa Dizon-De Vega, 
about the requirements for medical mission volunteers to obtain a Special Temporary Permit 
to practice medicine temporarily in the Philippines.  I recommended that, instead of 
submitting the required documents in person at the consulate office, we submit the 
documents online, which should be sufficient since the documents are required simply to 
authenticate our medical license. Although Ms Dizon-De Vega agreed with me, she explained 
that she herself or her office couldn’t change the requirements because they are created by 
the Professional Regulation Commission in Manila.  But note that the newly appointed 
commissioner of the Professional Regulation Commission is Joe Cueto, UPCM Class 77.  I 
suggest we discuss this matter with him as soon as practicable. 


• Danny Concepcion, current UP President, was also one of the guests of UPAAA. His 
welcome speech primarily outlined the need to build a new PGH in Diliman, which will be 
included in the budget of UP in 2019 and, at the cost of 10 billion pesos, or approximately  
$200, 600, 000. It will include a 600-bed hospital, equipments, personnel, etc. I did have 
difficulty understanding Mr. Conception’s entire speech because he delivered it in formal 
Tagalog, using words and phrases I had never heard before. 


• Six UPCM graduates received the Distinguished Alumnus Awards. Several UPMASA 
members attended, including Mars Custodio.  As you all know, two days later, Mars Custodio 
passed away. 


#Baliktanaw@Pasasalamat Dinner Dance  to benefit UPMASA NJ-NY-CT Chapter and the 
UPCM Class 1993 Projects, November 18, 2017, Ocean Place Resort & Spa, Long Branch, 
NJ.  

• This was an impressive  show of how technology can assist in planning, solicitations, 
invitations, etc.  They had a 100-page souvenir program  better than  most  AGC souvenir 
programs.  


• More than 50 percent of the attendees are young graduates. I even had a chance to recruit 
volunteers to re-activate the PEERs Program.  Incredible leadership under  Noel Nivera. I met 



also several Class 1993 alumni, some even came from  the Philippines.  They are considering 
to bid to host BOG Spring Meeting in April 2019.


• Most of all, I was there to honor two of their very active  members who recently passed away,  
Mars Custodio Class 68 and Marilyn Aldeguer-Resurreccion  Class 63 and  thanked  this 
chapter for donating $10,000  for the new BSLR Academic Center.  


Maligayang Pasko-OH  Ikatlo ! by UPMASA Ohio Chapter Dinner Dance Christmas Party, 
December 2, 2017, Embassy Suites, Cleveland-Beachwood, OH. 


• They preferred to be called  Northeast Ohio-Pittsburgh (NEO-PGH) Chapter, but I mentioned 
to their officers that there are certain procedures  to make this name official and we can 
discuss this at our  E mail meeting.  


• This is even a much younger chapter, especially when most alumni I met are just starting their 
training at different residency programs. The youngest alumni is from Class 2015


• They even have their own Band!  Their children did a lot performances for entertainment.  


• Celia So-Yap UPCM Class 1968 was the 2017 Honoree.  She was  the chair when Ohio 
Chapter hosted the AGC years ago. 


• This chapter is led by  the  energetic, Jennifer Solivas-Maluyao Class 99 and she will bid for  
hosting AGC 2021. 


• It is also worth mentioning that  I was treated very special by a family serving as my host for a 
warm place to stay. This special family  is Vicente Jose or VJ Velez  Class 2002 and  his wife 
Giselle Velez Class 2000


Executive Committee Meetings 
• We had two meetings. One was about to set up a Mars Custodio Memorial Fund. This was 

approved and I assigned  Nanette Jongco Class 68 and Gerry Pinder  Class 71 to assist in 
organizing ,solicitation and determining  where the fund should be donated. 


•  The other meeting is approving the transfer of funds donated by  Ed Lim from the PEF, which 
is about 100,000 to the National treasury so it can be donated  to the  the BSLR Academic 
Center.  The was approved.  Please refer to the minutes provided by Henry  Co. 


Request for Legacy Slot from UPMASA

• The request came from  Bob Santos  Class 84, Chapter Treasurer of the Northern California 

Chapter. His daughter Jasmine Santos is finishing BS in Biomedical Engineering at UCLA this 
June 2018 and she wants to go to UPCM  for  Class 2022 and later practice medicine  in the 
Philippines. She has done  already multiple medical missions  in the past with Dr Eric Talens 
with the Ugnayan ng Pahinungod. I sent my endorsement to Dean Agnes Mejia. 


UPMAS Homecoming Ball December 2017

• Please refer to  minutes below. I attended all the activities, with such a well organized grand 

re-union.  I must congratulate UPMAS Awardees especially, Class 67 as the Most 
Distinguished Class of the Year,  Dido Feliciano of Class 66 representing the The Feliciano 
Family as the Most Distinguished  Family of the Year,  Helen Agustin-De Guzman of Class 67 
as the Outstanding Alumni in Community Service  and Public Health and of course, our very 
own Frances Tolete-Velcek of Class 66, for the UPMAS Lifetime Achievement Award.   




UPMASA National President Meeting with UP Manila Leadership,  December 19, 
2017, UP College of Medicine, Office of the Dean,  Manila, Philippines.  

Meeting Minutes  done by Dr. Tumulak.


ATTENDANCE 
1. Chancellor Carmencita Padilla

2. Dr. Jose David, President, UPMASA National 

3. Dr. Agnes Mejia, Dean, College of Medicine

4. Dr. Gerardo Legaspi, Director, PGH

5. Dr. Eric Talens, Director, Ugnayan ng Pahinungod Manila

6. Dr. Lourdes Publico, UPMASA Board Member

7. Dr. Edsel Salvana, Director, National Institute of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, 

NIH and HIV expert

8. Dr. Armando Crisostomo, Associate Dean for Planning and Research, College of 

Medicine

9. Dr. Ma-am Joy Tumulak, University Researcher, NIH, Acting Secretary


CALL TO ORDER 
Dr. David called the meeting to order at 2:50 pm.


UPDATES FROM UPMASA PRESIDENT DAVID 

• Drs. David and Publico met  with the 49 UPMASA Scholars prior to this meeting.  Several of     
these scholars are planning to join the  Doctors to the Barrios program after graduation.  That 
same morning, Dr David  also attended the UPMAS Educational Program. He will also be at 
the UPMAS Past  President’s Reception at the Manila Hotel, join the parade in the morning , 
the Pabidahan, UPMAS Business Meeting and  attend the homecoming ball  on December 
21, 2017.  UPMASA was also a Platinum Sponsor for the UPMAS Gold Fundraising event last  
December 15, 2017.  UPMASA donated   Php 50,000. 


• Academic Center

• Dr. David assured Dean Mejia that the UPMASA balance will be disbursed  in the next few 

months. UPMASA was able to raise the pledged funds of Php 32 Million. 

• UPMASA PEF donor Dr. Ed Lim has requested  that US$ 100,000 to be given to Academic 

Center. This is an unusual request since the prevailing rule for PEF is that only interest can 
be withdrawn.  They had  to do an emergency executive committee meeting to approve this  
request.         


• UPMASA received a donation of $ 20,000 from a non-UPCM alumnus, Dr. Michael Gan, an 
engineer, facilitated through a Class 84 alumni.  $3,000 will be given to the academic 
center, and another $ 3,000 to the Mars Custodio fund.


• Visiting Professor Program and Mentoring Program

• UPMASA is waiting for the guidelines for the ‘visiting alumni program’. UPMASA would like 

to formally assist UPCM alumni who would like to participate in academic activities of the 
UPCM and PGH. 


• They also want to  start again  a PEERS  program for the graduates from the Philippines to 
get an observer-ship in the US.




• Membership

• Of the 1142 registered members around 200 of brochures or flyers mailed to them are 

returned back by the  post office to UPMASA due to wrong addresses. 

• They also need to increase  active membership especially from the young graduates.  Dr 

David mentioned that a lot of young physicians  now in USA never had good guidance from 
UPMASA from training to the early years of their careers. He might form a focus  group  
with the Membership Committee to address this observation and comments from the 
young physicians. 


• Several suggestions  included  having an android app for mobile messaging or even having 
Viber groups.  UPMASA’s  current social media is only  through Facebook which has about 
400 friends. 


UPMASA Annual Grand Convention (AGC)

• The  AGC last July 11-16, 2017 in Albany, New York  hosted by the Upstate New York-New 

England Chapter was  very successful.  They had about 350 alumni.  They presented 24 
lectures,  12 speakers  came from Manila with the assistance of the UPMAS  staff. 


•  The upcoming  AGC this  July 4-8, 2018 will be in San Francisco, hosted by the Northern 
California Chapter. 


UPDATES FROM  CHANCELLOR PADILLA 

Visiting Teacher/Alumni Program

• This project will involve alumni from various colleges of UP Manila. The program will be open 

to alumni from all the units of UP Manila. Guidelines are being prepared by the Office of 
Alumni Affairs. The target completion is March 2018. She assigned Dr Melfred Hernandez to 
be the liaison. With UPMASA, Cecile Pasion-Bregman, Chair of the Post-Graduate 
Committee, will  help coordinate this program. 


• Visiting alumni with teaching commitments of at least 2 weeks (duration being discussed) will 
be offered housing privileges at the UP Manila dormitory. The top floor (8th) rooms will be 
converted to guest rooms. The host college can provide for the meals.


• Dean Mejia started  this for UPCM. They get a lot of these requests for visiting faculty to do 
one lecture, because they need this for their CME units. In these cases, it is very simple to 
arrange for them to do one lecture. However, if the visiting faculty will participate in the 
management of patients, they will need a  Special Temporary  Permit. Their foreign medical 
license needs to be authenticated by  the Professional Regulation Commission. 


Buildings Under Construction

• In addition to the Academic Center, the University Library and NIH building are expected to 

start anytime. All these buildings are expected to be completed in 2 years.


School of Health Sciences (SHS)

• SHS Palo has benefitted a lot from UPMASA. Chancellor Padilla reminded the group that 

SHS has 3 campuses. It is hoped that the other campuses also benefit from UPMASA 
generosity. Dr. David recommended that the letter of solicitation should specify in the letter to 
which SHS campus the donation is for and they will disseminate it to the different chapters.


• SHS Baler – construction of the academic building has started. Construction of dorm is a 
priority project in 2018. The major problem in SHS Baler is the non-compliance of LGU in 
providing counterpart allowances of the students. 


• SHS Koronadal – gym is already completed. Construction of a two-story dormitory has 
started.   Construction of a maternity clinic is a priority in 2018.                                                                                              


• SHS Palo – reconstruction of buildings destroyed by Yolanda has been completed.




UPDATES FROM DEAN MEJIA 

The Dean reported that the UPMASA has already given a total of Php22 M, and has a balance 
of Php9.7 M


Updates on the Academic Center

• DMCI is the new contractor. They plan to add an additional floor, a portion of which is where 

the Center for Healthcare Quality for Patient Safety will be housed. Construction will start by 
January 2018. Approximately Php480 M is needed to finish the  entire building.


• The plan is to raise another Php100 M.


On the issue of the insurance from the accident, the president of the insurance company does 
not want to meet with Dr. Rody Sy.  They already forwarded the case to arbitration. 


Webinars/ACTA

• Dr. Crisostomo commented that for the College, the guest lecturers can do webinars, or 

upload teaching materials online.  Chancellor Padilla said that to avoid confusion among the 
students, curricular matters must be cleared with the curriculum committee.


• They would like to request from UPMASA reviewers for ACTA


UPDATES FROM PGH DIRECTOR LEGASPI 

Renovation of PGH pay floors

• A total of 112 rooms have already been renovated (~80%). There are 39 rooms already have 

donors but have not been renovated and another 38 rooms have no donors for renovation. 
Five wings have already been renovated, including the nurses station. By next year, all rooms 
have been renovated; up next will be the corridors


• The Class 67 wing was blessed earlier in the day.


New Projects

• Seven-project tranche Includes a new ER, new central ICU, new nursery, renovation of 

central block

• Establishment of a  Urine Drug Testing Center


PGH in UP Diliman

• It will be a public-private partnership (PPP); private company will supply the personnel.  

Groundbreaking will be on January 2019. The OPD building will be the first to be constructed. 
600-bed capacity (60% private patients, 40% charity patients). Budget needed : Php 10 B


• It will be located at the arboretum

• Administrative structure will be similar to the St. Luke’s  Hospital System wherein  there will 

be one overall Director, with different “branches”. 




UPDATES ON PAHINUNGOD MEDICAL/SURGICAL MISSION BY DR TALENS 

Davao Oriental Mission

• The schedule is final (Jan 28 – Feb 2, 2018) in Mati, Davao Oriental. The main concern is the 

need for more pediatricians.  Dr. Talens will contact Dr. Glenn Batiller for the funds. 

• They will need at least 1 week for the cargo shipping. Dr. David said that there is an UPMASA 

account in the Philippines.  Dt. Talens should just coordinate with Dr. Batiller.

• Issue on safety – safety of the doctors and staff are guaranteed by the LGU; it is actually 

safer now because of the martial law in Mindanao. The LGU is also willing to provide 
additional security if needed.


PGH missions

• Director Legaspi offered that UPMASA can do 1-day surgical missions in PGH. This will help 

a lot in the backlogs of patients for OR.


Issue on Special Temporary Permit (STP)

• These are issued by the Professional Regulation Commission (PRC) upon the endorsement of 

DOH. Their staff will take care of obtaining STPs for the doctors participating in the mission. 
They just need the requirements. Doctors will need a face-to-face meeting with Philippine 
Consulate office in their place of origin where they are practicing medicine— to authenticate 
a copy of their Foreign Medical License. 


• Any foreign medical doctor can work in the country for a short period of time as long as there 
is a local MD who is accountable. 


Bolinao mission

• Slated for  January  2019.  An ocular visit by the staff is already scheduled.


HIV STATUS IN THE PHILIPPINES BY NIH DIRECTOR SALDANA 

• Dr. Mars Custodio, who was an HIV advocate, recently passed away. A Mars Custodio 
Fund is being created. Dr. Nanette Jongco and Dr. Gerry Pinder were assigned to prepare 
the guidelines for the solicitation and utilization.  They requested Dr Saldana to explain the 
current HIV status in the Philippines and to give recommendations for the Mars Custodio 
Fund. 


Statistics

• In the Philippines, there is a 25% increase in the number of cases (second in Asia)

• In 2009, there were 2 new cases/day. But in 2017, there are 30 new cases/day.

• Circumcision is protective (~60%); but if they do anal sex, it does not matter.

• There are new strains and they are more aggressive.

• 40% of patients with HIV have active TB

• There is an ongoing study the whole genome next-generation sequencing of HIV cases.

• In the Philippines, there is a 6.3% baseline drug resistance while  there iOS only 5% for the 

rest of the world. 


UP-NIH involvement

• Viral loads are done at NIH (turnaround time is 2 weeks)

• Gene Expert – can provide viral load results in 1 day and CD4 counts in 2 hours; this is also 

used in TB; machine costs Php 3.5 M, cartridge costs P4,500 – 5,700

• Question to UPMASA: do you want to invest in the machine? Or Patient care (~ Php2 M/

month)? Or Baseline drug resistance testing?

• Dr. David commented that they also want to do primary prevention and education

• There are around 2,500 HIV patients in PGH




• Dr. Legaspi shared that they have already talked to Dr. Mars Custodio before. He wanted to 
buy a machine, but the machine that he originally wants is already old technology. The new 
one is the gene expert.


• Dr. Salvana recommends that if the NIH can buy the machine, UPMASA can sponsor the 
baseline drug resistance testing, which is badly needed, given the high baseline drug 
resistance rates in the country.


DRUG ADDICTION IN THE PHILIPPINES BY ASSOCIATE DEAN CRISOSTOMO 

• Proposal to create a substance abuse (addiction medicine) study group

• Initial meeting was attended by Dr. Crisostomo, Dr. Gregory Bunt, Dr Allan Dionisio (DFM), Dr. 

Jun Estacio (CAS), and Ms. Joy Infante (SELF).

• The Addiction specialist provides prevention, screening, intervention, and treatment.

• It was resolved that a study group will be needed. This will promote research leading to 

policy development.

• Dr. Crisostomo wants to turn over the reins of the study group to Dr. Estacio, since he already 

has a lot of HIV social studies


• Plan to develop a fellowship in Addiction Medicine

• Options: Department of Psychiatry, Neurology, Family medicine, General internal medicine.

• Director Legaspi said that they can bring this up with the different departments by January, 

during the meeting of the Department Chairs

•
• Plan to develop a Masters Program in substance abuse counseling

• Look at model programs abroad

• Dr. Bunt and Dr David and their colleagues can help by giving online lectures and webinars

• Chancellor Padilla said that it is important to identify a host department, who can be the lead/

driver of the program. It is also important to still have face-to-face lectures


ADJOURNMENT

There being no other matters to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 4pm.


Submitted by


Jose M David MD

UPMASA National President. 2017-2019



